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Abstract
The experimental evaluation of algorithms results in a large set of data which
generally do not follow a normal distribution or are not heteroscedastic. Be-
sides, some of its entries may be missing, due to the inability of an algorithm
to find a feasible solution until a time limit is met. Those characteristics
restrict the statistical evaluation of computational experiments. This work
proposes a bi-objective lexicographical ranking scheme to evaluate datasets
with such characteristics. The output ranking can be used as input to any
desired statistical test. We used the proposed ranking scheme to assess the
results obtained by the Iterative Rounding heuristic (IR). A Friedman’s test
and a subsequent post-hoc test carried out on the ranked data demonstrated
that IR performed significantly better than the Feasibility Pump heuristic
when solving 152 benchmark problems of Nonconvex Mixed-Integer Non-
linear Problems. However, is also showed that the RECIPE heuristic was
significantly better than IR when solving the same benchmark problems.
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1. Introduction
Algorithms are everywhere. They perform the most varied tasks, from
solving theoretical problems, such as computing the minimum spanning tree
of a given graph under some constraints [1], to practical problems, such as
routing a vehicle between two cities while minimizing the fuel cost [2]. One
can compare algorithms two ways: (i) theoretically; and (ii) empirically. The
former analyzes their runtime and space complexities, while the latter usually
rely on computational experiments performed on benchmark problems.
The empirical evaluation of algorithms through computational experi-
ment results in a large set of data that needs to be assessed by a statistical
test. However, some entries of this dataset may be missing, which restricts
the statistical evaluation. One cannot perform a variance test since its im-
possible to measure the average and the standard deviation of the dataset [3].
In addition, data from computational experiments generally do not follow a
normal distribution or are not heteroscedastic. [4, 5]. Therefore, one should
use a non-parametric statistical test instead of a parametric one [6].
The most common approach in the literature to deal with this problem
is to ignore the missing data. Although being commonly used, this strategy
erroneously neglects information regarding the algorithm’s behavior. The
work of Pavlikov [7] is an example of such a wrong practice. In the result’s
discussion, the author omitted the data from benchmarks where one of their
algorithms cannot find feasible solutions in less than 50.000 seconds. Melo,
Fampa, and Raupp [8] developed another work that has a similar approach.
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In their work, the benchmarks with infeasible solutions were ignored and the
average result of each algorithm was reported. The work of Fortz, Oliveira,
and Requejo [9] also performed similarly and did not summarize the data
from benchmarks on which an algorithm cannot find feasible solutions within
their time limit. It is worth noticing that none of these works developed a
statistical analysis on their data and only summarized the average behavior
of their algorithms.
Hence, the objective of this work is to present a bi-objective lexicograph-
ical ranking scheme to preprocess datasets whose some of its entries are
missing. The proposed scheme receives two data as input: (i) the algorithms
result; and (ii) their running times. It analyzes the input data, ranking
the algorithms for each benchmark problems. This ranking can be used as
input to any statistical test. A case study is shown, using the proposed bi-
objective lexicographical ranking to evaluate the experimental data of the
Iterative Rounding Heuristic [10].
2. Related works
There are some alternatives to excluding the missing data. One of
the most used approaches it to measure the algorithm’s PAR10 score (see
e.g., [11, 12]). It is computed as the average runtimes of the solved bench-
mark problems plus ten times the cut-off time of the unsolved benchmark
problems. Despite being simple and easy-to-use, it generates a large number
of outliers, which can negatively affect the statistical analysis.
The Expected Runtime Analysis (ERT) [13, 14] is a well-known approach
to evaluate algorithms with missing data. It measures the expected number
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of function evaluations to reach a target function value for the first time.
The ERT of an algorithm is computed as
ERT = RTS +
1− pS
pS
RTUS,
where RTS and RTUS respectively denote the average number of function
for successful and unsuccessful trials, while pS denotes the proportion of
successfully trials, i.e., pS =
RTS
RTUS
. Despite being a consolidated approach
for dealing with the missing data, the ERT only estimates the algorithm’s
running time, which may not represent its real behavior.
The work of Campos and Benavoli [15] employed a similar strategy of
the one proposed in this work. The authors proposed two statistical tests
that aims at establishing a relation of dominance between algorithms by an-
alyzing multiple performance criteria (e.g., accuracy and time complexity).
The tests try to infer if there is a dominance statement that is significantly
more likely than others. de Campos and Benavoli work differs from our’s
by manner the data is ranked. Our’s methodology tries to infer if an algo-
rithm is significantly better than other by performing a conjoint analysis of
their characteristics, while de Campos and Benavoli’s tests try to infer which
characteristics of the algorithms statistically differ among them.
3. The bi-objective lexicographical ranking scheme
This paper proposes a bi-objective lexicographical ranking scheme for
preprocessing datasets whose some of its entries are missing. It receives two
bi-dimensional vectors as input. The first vector is denoted as Rm,n and
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contains the algorithm’s results, i. e. the primal solution value given by a de-
terministic algorithm or the average primal solution value for multiple runs
of a stochastic algorithm. The second vector is denoted as Tm,n and contains
the algorithm’s running times. As the first vector, it contains the algorithm
running time, in the case of a deterministic algorithm, or the average running
time of multiple runs for a stochastic algorithm. The proposed preprocessing
scheme outputs a bi-dimensional vector Am,n, where each column symbol-
izes an algorithm and each row represents a benchmark. Furthermore, each
cell ai,j ∈ A contains an integer value that corresponds to the ranking of
algorithm j for the benchmark i.
Let Xk = {x1, . . . , xm} be the k-th line of vector R and let Yk =
{y1, . . . , ym} be the k-th line of vector T. Assuming a minimization prob-
lem, one can build the k-th line of the matrix A by ranking the input data
according the following rules.
1. If xi < xj, then aik < ajk.
2. If xi = xj, then

aik < ajk, if yi < yj.
aik > ajk, if yi > yj.
aik = ajk, if yi = yj.
3. If xi is missing, then
aik > ajk, if ajk is not missing.aik = ajk, if ajk is missing.
Rule (1) states that, if algorithm i achieves better results than algorithm
j, then it ranked as superior. Rule (2) is applied when two algorithms i and
j achieve the same results. Then, the ranking decision is made by analyzing
their running times. If algorithm i runs in a smaller time than algorithm
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j, then algorithm i is ranked as superior. On the other hand, if algorithm
i needs a greater computational time than algorithm j, then algorithm j is
ranked as superior. However, it both algorithm runs within the same time
span, then they are ranked as equals. In this case, they receive the average
of the ranks that would have been assigned without ties. Rule (3) states
that, if data from algorithm i is missing (due to its inability to find feasible
solutions in due time), then it is ranked equal as all other algorithms that
also misses the data from the same trial. Besides, algorithm i is ranked as
inferior to any algorithm that finds feasible solutions in due time.
4. A case study
This section presents a case study of the proposed statistical test by
analyzing the data provided by Nannicini and Belotti, on a work where they
proposed the Rounding-based Heuristics (RBH) [10]. The RBH is a set of
heuristics for Nonconvex Mixed-Integer Nonlinear Problems (MINLP). They
are based on the idea of rounding the solution of a continuous nonlinear
program subject to linear constraints. Such rounding is done by solving
a Mixed-Integer Linear Program. Since there are a lot of missing solution
values on the aforementioned work (due to the incapacity of the algorithms to
find feasible solutions in due time), the proposed ranking scheme is especially
suitable for preprocessing its results for a further statistical test.
This case study evaluated the experimental data reported in Table 9 of
the above-mentioned paper. This table compared the Iterative Rounding
(IR), one of the proposed RBH, with the Feasibility Pump (FP) [16] and
the Relaxed-Exact Continuous-Integer Problem Exploration (RECIPE) [17]
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Figure 1: Histogram of the rankings attributed by the bi-objective lexicographical ranking
scheme
for solving 152 difficult benchmark MINLP problems from the literature. It
presents, for each instance, the primal value (vector R) and the running time
(vector T) of each algorithm.
The bi-objective lexicographical ranking scheme was then applied using
the indicated vectors R and T as input, and a matrix A was computed
following the methodology presented in Section 3. Figure 1 displays a his-
togram of the rankings assigned to each heuristic. According to the proposed
ranking scheme, IR found better solutions than FP and RECIPE on 40 of
the evaluated benchmarks. On the other hand, it was the worst algorithm
on 37 out of the 152 benchmark. FP achieved the worst results among the
evaluated algorithms, being inferior to IR and RECIPE on 88 benchmarks.
Figure 1 also shows that RECIPE found better solutions than IR and FP on
89 benchmarks, whereas the other algorithms outperformed RECIPE only
on 7 out of the 152 evaluated benchmarks. The summation of the IR ranks
was equal to 303, while the FP and RECIPE ranks summation were equal
to 376 and 224, respectively.
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The Shapiro Wilk test showed that the data within matrix A did not
come from a normal distribution. For IR, it returned a p-value of 2.5 · 10−11
and a w-statistics of 0.84. For FP and RECIPE, the Shapiro Wilk test found
p-values of 2.3 · 10−15 and 2.6 · 10−15, respectively, and a w-statistics of 0.73
for both FP and RECIPE data. Therefore, the normality assumption was
not verified and a non-parametric test is need.
Since this case study evaluates three algorithms, one must compare them
through a multiple-comparison test, whereas the Friedman’s test is the most
indicated non-parametric one. The Friedman’s test returned a p-value smaller
than 2.2·10−16, along with a chi-squared of 81.39. Therefore, the null hypoth-
esis was rejected, which means that at least one of the algorithms significantly
differ from others.
Table 1: p-values and test statistics obtained by the Nemenyi’s test
p-values test statistics
IR FP IR FP
FP 8.4 · 10−5 - FP 5.92 -
RECIPE 1.7 · 10−5 2.4 · 10−14 RECIPE 6.40 12.32
In order to infer which algorithms significantly differ, this case study
applied the Nemenyi–Damico–Wolfe–Dunn post-hoc test, also known as the
Nemeyi’s test. This test was carried out with a significance level α = 0.05.
The results of the Nemeyi’s test are summarized in Table 1. It shows that
all algorithms significantly differ among them, since all p-values found are
smaller than 0.05. Therefore, one can conclude that RECIPE was the best
heuristic for solving MINLP on the 152 evaluated benchmark problems, while
FP was the worst one. IR demonstrated an intermediary behavior, being
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statistically superior to FP and statistically inferior to RECIPE.
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